
[November 21, 2017]

As I predicted in "HarveyWood!", the women (and some men) screaming "J'Accuse!" would 
not stop with Harvey Weinstein (who is in "rehab"). Literally every day, someone - Al 
Franken, Sylvester Stallone, George H. W. Bush, Jeffrey Tambor, Charlie Rose - are being 
accused of being Bad Boys (in Tambor's case, by two "transgender" women)! However, the 
Usual Suspects have focused primarily on a man few outside of Alabama knew existed until 
12 days ago. But even microbes on Mars now know who Roy Moore is.

The reams which have been written about the West Point graduate, Vietnam veteran, former 
State Supreme Court Chief Justice, and current Republican U.S. Senate candidate since 
November 9th make War and Peace look like a Cliff Note! So, for the sake of my sanity, I'll 
begin at the beginning: November 9th...

The Washington Post: "Woman says Roy Moore Initiated Sexual Encounter 
When She Was 14, He Was 32".

As the dopes calling for Moore's head since Jeff Bezos's Bunch dropped this bomb onto an 
undeserving world know zilch about Alabama, and less about reading and comprehension, I 
wish to point out not one, not two, not three, but FIVE discrepancies within said bomb with 
regards to the then-14 year old main accuser:

"Alone with [her], Moore chatted with her and asked for her phone 
number... and whether he could call her sometime."

And run the risk of her mother answering the phone?

She says she talked to Moore on her phone in her bedroom...

Her mother told Breitbart that the main accuser didn't have her own phone.

... and they made plans for him to pick her up at Alcott Road and Riley 
Street, around the corner from her house.

She lived on Whittier Street; Alcott and Riley is nearly a mile away -- THAT alone should 
have deep-sixed this steaming pile of shit!

On a second visit, [the main accuser] says he took off her shirt and pants 
and removed his clothes... 



She says that Moore drove her back to the same house after dark, and that 
before long she was lying on a blanket on the floor. She remembers Moore 
disappearing into another room and coming out with nothing on but 'tight 
white' underwear... Moore kissed her, that he took off her pants and shirt...

TWO different versions of the same "date"! How did no one NOT notice this?!

The Post then insinuates that the main accuser suffered a series of personal setbacks since 
becoming an adult because of Moore: 

After talking to her friends, [the main accuser] says, she began to feel that 
she had done something wrong and kept it a secret for years. "I felt 
responsible," she says. "I felt like I had done something bad. And it kind 
of set the course for me doing other things that were bad."

The Post conveniently fails to mention the reason why she and her mother were at court on 
February 21, 1979: to transfer custody to her father due to what her parents' joint petition 
described as "certain disciplinary and behavioral problems" -- disciplinary and behavioral 
problems which surfaced BEFORE the main accuser said she "met" Moore!

After they "met", the main accuser claims their first "date" took place "days later". I highlight 
"days later" as she had to be at her father's by March 4th. So, depending on how many "days 
later", Moore (an assistant DA at the time) would have had about a week to arrange two 
"dates", then set up a "third" without her mother's knowledge, much less, permission.

On what planet does THAT happen?!

She told The Post their "first date" made her "uncomfortable", yet agreed to a "second date", 
even telling her friends she was seeing an older man. But she didn't tell her mother she had 
"dated" Moore until OVER 10 YEARS LATER?!

Again... on what planet does THAT happen?!

A total of 9 women have accused Moore of being a Bad Boy. One of them held a presser 
claiming that, in 1977, Moore offered her a ride home from work, locked her in his car, then 
tried to force her to perform oral sex. Forget that no one who worked at the Olde Hickory 
House, where she said she "worked", remembers Moore ever being there; forget that, per the 
ad placed by said establishment in the January 2, 1978 Gadsden Times, it closed at 11pm (she 
said her shift ended at 10pm); she produced the "coup de grâce": a portrait of her "drawn" by 
Moore and her high school yearbook "signed" by Moore. Which came as a surprise to 
Yearbook Lady's stepson, who posted a video calling her a liar.



No matter.  Mike Pence, Steven Mnuchin, Kellyanne Conway, John McCain, Susan Collins, 
Lisa Murkowksi, Ted Cruz, Rob Portman, Bernie Sanders, Todd Young, Lindsey Graham, 
David Perdue, John Hoeven, Tim Scott, Jeff Flake, Pat Toomey, John Cornyn, Bob Corker, 
Marco Rubio, John Thune, Barbara Comstock, Carlos Curbelo, John Kasich, Jeb Bush, and 
Mitt Romney have called for Moore to quit.  Mark Meadows, Mike Lee, and Steve Daines 
rescinded their endorsements.

Jeff Sessions said he had no reason to believe Moore's accusers are lying. Richard Shelby said 
he will not vote for Moore, who "ought to seriously think about dropping out". Scott Taylor 
told CNN: "If it was my daughter, I'd break his face... and I'd probably do a lot worse." Cory 
Gardner said in a statement: "the Senate should vote to expel [Moore], because he does not 
meet the ethical and moral requirements of the United States Senate."

Pardon me while I laugh!

Lucian Truscott IV - who was in the same West Point class as Moore, but admits he hardly 
knew him - wrote in Salon: "Trust me, Roy: stealing the West Point Honor Code to defend 
yourself and crying persecution and quoting the Bible isn't going to work. We know a coward
when we see one".  Ann Coulter - who wants to be Phyllis Schlafly when she grows up - 
called for the GOP to replace Moore with Mo Brooks (ironically, one of less than a handful of 
people on the planet who support Moore). Ben Shapiro - who wants to be William F. Buckley 
when he grows up - tweeted to fellow twit Jake Tapper that Moore "needs to go".  Dennis 
Prager - who thinks he is William F. Buckley - gave a speech on his radio show as Moore 
announcing he was quitting "for the good of the Republican party", which has terminated its 
fundraising agreement with Moore.

That's for starters!  #RoyMooreChildMolester #RoyMooreChildPredator 
#RoyMooreChildAbuser #RoyMoorePickUpLines #RoyMooreIsAChildMolester 
#MooreAllegations #NoMoore and #NoMoreMoore trended on Twitter. I found no pro-Moore
editorial cartoons and even fewer pro-Moore editorials.

Even "fair and balanced" Fox News - which is giving CNN a run for its money since Rupert 
Murdoch handed the keys to the kingdom to his Demon Spawn - took the bait. On his radio 
show, Brian Kilmeade declared: "I would kick his head in" if Moore asked to date Kilmeade's 
daughter. Tucker Carlson decreed Moore is using his faith "as a shield". Jesse Watters, former 
Laughing Boy to Fox's former superstar - and accused predator - Bill O'Reilly, reacted to a 
presser by Moore's lawyer: "Read the room, Roy! Your time's over!"

Sean Hannity gave Moore 24 hours to explain what he decided were "inconsistencies" in their 
radio interview or "get out of this race". Hannity pulled the school yard bully routine after 
sponsors pulled their ads after he was accused of defending Moore. Now you know why 



Sniveling Sean let his guests judge Judge Moore "Guilty"! Gregg Jarrett - an alleged attorney - 
tore into Moore for disobeying a federal judge's order to enforce the Supreme Court's same 
sex marriage opinion. Someone kindly inform this jackass that enforcing an unconstitutional 
opinion is unconstitutional! Jeanine Pirro - an alleged attorney AND a judge - bought what 
Yearbook Lady was selling, declaring Moore "a sexual predator" who was "grooming this 
young girl"! Has it occurred to this windbag that Yearbook Lady went to school with a boy 
named Roy Moore? It certainly did to Twitter user @LAGTweetsMe, who went on 
classmates.com, and - voilа! - found that Yearbook Lady went to Southside High School in 
Gadsden, Alabama with a boy named... Roy Moore!

In case you were wondering, Princess Ivanka felt the pressing need to chime in: "There's a 
special place in hell for people who prey on children. I've yet to see an explanation and I have 
no reason to doubt the victims' accounts".

All this hysteria over accusations which ARE NOT SUPPORTED BY A SINGLE SHRED OF 
EVIDENCE!

Which is... a good thing.

In times of crisis, you discover what people are made of. And, thanks to Moore, we have 
discovered what the "elites" on "our side" are REALLY made of! That millions are so willing 
to believe the accusations speaks volumes to the power of the media. That "our side" is so 
willing - even eager - to throw Moore to the wolves speaks volumes to the power of Mitch 
McConnell. What DOES this dirt-bag have on Mike Pence and Ted Cruz? Hmm!

Some pointed to Moore's statement that he would not date a girl without her mother's 
consent as "proof" of his "deviancy". It is, in fact, an old Southern custom. That these know-it-
alls don't know that is testament to both their ignorance and contempt for those of a certain 
age born and raised below the Mason-Dixon line. Another piece of "evidence" of his 
"deviancy" being bandied about is Moore was banned from the Gadsden Mall for trying to 
pick up teenage girls. However, the former manager of the mall told WBRC (Birmingham) 
that Moore was never banned.

Oh, did I mention that Moore was supposedly a Bad Boy when he was... wait for it... a 
DEMOCRAT -- those morally-upstanding individuals who embraced the immoral, draft 
dodging Bill Clinton, and dismissed the women who accused him of being a Bad Boy as 
Trailer-Trash Bimbos who were part of some Vast, Right-Wing Conspiracy?!

HMM!



The calls for Moore to quit uses the same phrases over and over: "disqualify", "step aside", "if 
true". And I'm not the first to point out how odd it is that Bezos's Bunch "somehow" managed 
to find "dirt" on Moore which has eluded his legion of enemies for DECADES just in time to 
up-end a crucial election. None of the accusers went to the police or the District Attorney, 
much less, ever filed charges. So, how did these "crack journalists" find these ladies? "While 
reporting a story in Alabama about supporters of Moore's Senate campaign, a Post reporter 
heard that Moore allegedly had sought relationships with teenage girls".

How "convenient"!

McConnell - whose semi-better half is the Secretary of Transportation, blew $36 million on 
Luther Strange, whom he had Trump stump for, which is why Lisa Murkowksi tried to 
persuade Strange to re-enter the race as a write-in hours after Bezos's Bunch dropped their 
bomb AND why McConnell now vows that Moore will face an ethics investigation if he wins 
(pardon me while I laugh again!). As Al Franken can tell you, members of Congress cannot be
investigated for alleged acts committed prior to entering Congress. Now you know why 
Stuart Smalley is practically-begging to be investigated... by Congress!

Why do the elites on the Left AND the Right hate Roy Moore? Because he is their worst 
nightmare: a rootin', tootin', shootin', dyed-in-the-wool, So-Help-Me-God! conservative. 
Antonin Scalia on steroids. The brouhaha Jarrett referred to occurred last year when Moore 
was suspended then removed from the State Supreme Court by the Judicial Inquiry 
Commission for ordering probate judges to adhere to Alabama's marriage law; in short, for 
doing his job. The hearing itself was a sham: the JIC presented no evidence to prove Moore 
had violated his oath of office, then granted itself the authority to have final review over State 
Supreme Court opinions, in blatant-violation of the state AND federal constitutions! Of 
course, none of this was of any concern to their fellow Nazis, who hailed the JIC for doing 
away with that "vile bigot".

And what of Moore's opponent, you ask? Doug Jones - who has ties to George Soros – makes 
Barack Obama look like William F. Buckley: force employers to pay for contraception; restore 
voting rights to parolees convicted of violent offenses; re-train steelworkers and coal miners 
he wants to put out of work for "renewable energy" jobs; reduce sentencing disparities for 
minority offenders; all-in for "open borders". Speaking of minorities, did you hear about the 
flyer Dipshit Doug released of a smirking young black man with the caption: "Think if a black
man went after high school girls anyone would try to make him a senator?" Oh, and guess 
who the University of Alabama-Birmingham tapped in 2001 to defend it after a woman filed a
lawsuit claiming she was assaulted by members of the football team? Little wonder Jones is 
endorsed by Alabama's New York-owned newspapers... AND The Post!



So, why did The Post decide to go gunning for Moore? Was it because, as One America News 
reported that way back in 1994, Moore ordered one Richard Hagedorn to pay alimony and 
child support? And why would this matter to anyone at The Post? Because Hagedorn just 
happens to be the brother of... wait for it... Post columnist David Hagedorn! And Richard 
Hagedorn also just happens to be pals with... wait for it... Moore's then-14 year old main 
accuser, telling BirminghamWatch: "... when [we] would get together and talk about Roy, she 
would have this visceral reaction about Roy"!

Coincidence? Think not.

Were Princess Ivanka possessed of a working brain cell, she would understand that this is 
NOT about Roy Moore. The New York Times and The Post didn't out Harvey Weinstein and 
Charlie Rose out of a sense of moral duty. They were taken out so that the Usual Suspects 
could score major cred as equal-opportunity virtue-signalers -- then set their sights on the 
REAL prize: Daddy Donald!

One of the "moore" obnoxious hashtags which trended on Twitter in response to The Post's Hit
Job was #MeAt14: women posted photos of themselves at 14 years old. #MeAt14 was 
launched by attorney Catherine Lawson to: "Affirm they're not capable of consent. Remind 
people kids deserve protection". I tweeted to this dingbat:

"But Bill Clinton deserves the benefit of the doubt? If the charges prove to
be bogus, will you apologize to Moore for deciding he was guilty?"

Larson has yet to respond.

UPDATE: Moore loses to Jones: 651,972 to 673,896 votes. Jones won 24 counties; Moore won 
43. However, Jones over-performed in populous counties, receiving a whopping 96% of the 
black vote -- more than Obama did in Alabama in 2012! Perhaps the thousands of felons 
whom were allowed to register got Jones over the finish line!

Moore lead through the night. Then after 85% of precincts had reported, Jones suddenly 
leapfrogged over him, THEN Fox called it for Jones! What was really odd is that the votes for 
write-in candidates (22,852) was GREATER than the margin between Moore and Jones 
(21,942)! Among those the write-ins voted for were Nick Saban, Charles Barkley, Jesus Christ, 
Tim Tebow, Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Alfred E. Neuman, Bugs Bunny, SpongeBob 
Squarepants, Snoopy, Bruce Wayne, The Will of God, and Harambe, the gorilla shot and 
killed by staff at the Cincinnati Zoo after a child climbed into its enclosure! Oh, and some 
loon in Henry County voted for Whiskers the Cat!



Wait, it gets "better"! CNN had 73% of Montgomery County's votes tallied at 9:51pm, then 
showed only 49% were tallied at 10:23pm! Fox's Bret Baier said repeatedly that Jones was 
leading, even though Fox showed Moore leading by as much as 8%! And like the rotten 
cherry on top, a WALA (Mobile) reporter asked a Jones supporter: "Why are you so excited to 
see this victory?". This is what he said:

"Because we came here from all different parts of the country as part of 
our fellowship, and all of us pitched in TO VOTE and canvass together, 
and we got our boy elected!"

After Fox called the election for Jones, the talking airheads dumped gleefully on Moore 
surrogate and Trump's former strategist Steve Bannon, then trotted out its token Angry Black 
Man, contributor Richard Fowler, who declared: "Moore is guilty of saying things like 'LGBT 
people should be put to death'". OY!

Hours before the polls opened, the Alabama Supreme Court blocked a Montgomery County 
Circuit Court order directing officials to not destroy digital voting records; one of the 
defendants in the lawsuit was Secretary of State John Merrill, who told Fox on November 13th 
that if the state's Republican Party pulled its support for Moore, then "our election would be 
declared null and void" if he won!

Now you know why the Usual Suspects are spinning Jones's win as an "upset".

Speaking of the Usual Suspects, they have a new talking point to pooh-pooh Moore's claim 
that the fix was in: "Alabama has the strictest voter ID law in the country". Keep in mind, 
these are the same turds who were dumping on Alabama as a racist / sexist / homophobic / 
xenophobic backwater -- until Jones was declared the winner.

So, does The Yellowhammer State have the strictest voter ID law in the country? From Page 7 
of the Alabama Photo Voter ID Guide:

A voter can use any of the following forms of photo ID starting June 3, 2014:

* Valid Alabama Driver’s License 
* Valid Alabama non-driver ID
* Valid Alabama Photo Voter ID Card
* Valid State Issued ID (Alabama or any other state)
* Valid Federal issued ID
* Valid US passport
* Valid Employee ID from Federal Government, State of Alabama, County,
Municipality, Board or other entity of this state



* Valid student or employee ID from a public or private college or
university in the State of Alabama (including post-graduate technical or 
professional schools)
* Valid student or employee ID issued by a state institution of higher
learning in any other state
* Valid Military ID
* Valid Tribal ID

If a voter possesses any of these forms of ID, he/she is not eligible to receive 
a free Alabama photo voter ID card. The voter must bring one of these 
photo IDs to the polls on Election Day or place a copy of the ID in absentee 
ballot materials. A voter who is required to present valid photo 
identification but who does not do so will be allowed to vote a provisional 
ballot as provided by law.

The voter casting a provisional ballot will have until 5:00pm on the Friday 
after the election to submit valid photo identification, otherwise the ballot 
will not be counted. In addition, a voter who does not have a valid photo 
ID in his or her possession at the polls shall be permitted to vote a regular 
ballot if the individual is positively identified by two election officials as a 
voter on the poll list who is eligible to vote and the election officials sign a 
sworn affidavit so stating."

Alabama's voter ID law is as "strict" as my Uncle Richie, who let his little brats run roughshod
over him the way you and I breathe! How brazen was the chicanery? Twitter account Texans 
for Doug Jones: "Proud Texans who organized and VOTED for Doug Jones. We did it!"

Tell me again there was no voter fraud, Mr. Merrill!

While Moore ran a less-than rousing campaign, failed to deliver a coherent message, and 
refused to debate Jones (which the Usual Suspects made much of), he lost because the liberal 
AND the "conservative" media smeared him, he was out-spent 10-1, and Trump allowed his 
party to not just bail on Moore, but destroy him! Now you know why The Donald has called 
on him to concede.

Well, Karma, as they say, is a bitch. By refusing to all-in for Moore, Trump has fucked himself
up, fucked himself up good: a 51-49 Senate majority with no guarantee that all 51 Senators 
will be all-in for him! Good luck getting your "Make America Great Again" agenda through 
now, dumbass! [December 28, 2017]



UPDATE: Donald Trump and Donald Trump, Jr. posted tweets to try to discourage Moore 
from entering the 2020 Senate race. 

Trump: "I have nothing against Roy Moore, and... [I] wanted him to win. 
But he didn't, and probably won't. If Alabama does not elect a Republican
... many of the incredible gains that we have made during my Presidency 
may be lost... Roy Moore cannot win, and the consequences will be 
devastating... Judges and Supreme Court Justices!"

What a load of shit! Had he truly wanted Moore to win, Trump would have ordered his 
peeps and the GOP elite to fall into line and blasted The Post for its lies. His cowardly cave 
proves once and for all he's not Putin's puppet -- he's McConnell's! 

Jr: "You mean like last time? You're literally the only candidate who could 
lose a GOP seat in pro-Trump Alabama... If you actually care about MAGA 
more than your own ego, it's time to ride off into the sunset, Judge".

The utter ignorance is matched only by the rank hypocrisy! Remember how NO ONE wanted 
Pop to run for president, Junior? How the media, the Democrats, AND the GOP fought tooth-
and-nail to dump Cheetos? Who the hell are either of you to tell anyone to not run for office, 
much less, a man whom was also the victim of vicious hit jobs?! Senior needs to stick to 
handing H-1B Visas to his cronies, Junior needs to stick to banging Gavin Newsom's Sloppy 
Seconds, and they both need to shut the hell up! [May 30, 2019]

UPDATE: Moore announced he is entering the 2020 Senate race [June 20, 2019]

UPDATE: Moore loses in the primary [March 3, 2020]

UPDATE: Tommy Tuberville defeats Doug Jones [November 3, 2020]

UPDATE: After MUCH outright fraud and chicanery (see my essay "The Great White Dope"), 
Joe Biden is declared the winner of the presidential election. Somewhere, Moore is laughing 
his ass off! Karma! [November 7, 2020]

UPDATE: @alice_crites - one of the hacks who won a Pulitzer Prize for this steaming pile of 
shit - tweeted to me an article by fellow Post hack @callumborchers that an editor at Breitbart 
(one of less than a handful of media outlets which the guts to defend Moore) found the main 
accuser credible. I replied: "Then @AlexMarlow is a fool. You presented hearsay w/o a shred 
of evidence as irrefutable fact. It was not journalism; it was a smear job. Truly obscene is, it 
worked". [April 22, 2022] 


